Horse-Friendly Environments Custom-Made
System Solutions for Light and Air
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Top-class products inspired by nature
for animal welfare
HUESKER‘s synthetic fabrics are
synonymous with supreme quality
and durability. Over the past 35
years, the company has evolved into
a supplier of full-range systems for
the agricultural market. Our many
years of experience and in-house
manufacturing facilities enable us
to provide a rich variety of topperformance products.

Regardless of why they are kept – whether for breeding, sports or
recreational purposes – all horses share the same basic needs due to
their genetic provenance as steppe animals. And, anyone seeking to design
a healthy, reassuring and comfortable horse-keeping environment must
pay close attention to these demands. Apart from exercise and social
interaction, horses need ample light and air.
HUESKER’s product portfolio features wide-ranging system solutions for
more light and air in animal housings, such as the intelligent Lubratec®
wind protection and side ventilation systems, the light ridge for efficient
daylighting and the ventilation tubes. Outdoor protection for livestock is
provided by our Lubratec field shelters while Lubratec separating layers
lend the necessary stability to riding areas and paddocks.
By selecting our products, you are making a long-term investment in the
health, well-being and safety of your horses.
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Optimising conditions through ingenious solutions
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At rest, horses breathe in and expire some 90,000 litres of air per day. Any physical exertion leads to a significant
increase in the respiratory rate. As a result, the health and performance of horses depends not only on
the air quality in the stable, but also on that in the riding arena, lunging hall or training ring.
An ideal indoor environment can only be created through expert co-ordination of all the relevant components.
As a full-service provider, HUESKER will be glad to help you.
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Wind protection and side ventilation systems

Lubratec Roll-Up Ventilation units

KEY DATA
• Maximum opening height
up to 5.40 m
• Maximum system length:
80 m with lateral drive,
160 m with central drive
• Choice of manual or
electric drive; automatic
control as option

The Lubratec wind protection range includes textile door systems, open
fronts to close off large vehicle entrances and permanently installed
stretched systems. These serve to provide controlled, draught-free
ventilation for livestock buildings, riding arenas, lunging halls, training
rings and storage sheds. They are typically incorporated on the gable and
eaves sides of buildings.

Lubratec roll-up ventilation units offer an ideal solution for indoor riding
arenas and horse stables that need to be fully opened up in summer.
Customers can choose between a range of opening options and drives.
The systems may also be fitted with temperature, wind velocity and rain
sensors to allow automatic operation. They are particularly suitable for
establishing optimum environmental conditions in stables in response to
local conditions.

Lubratec Stretched Systems

Lubratec Lift Window

• System size up to 1.54 m
high and 40 m long
• Opening mechanism with
pull rope and deﬂection
pulleys or central drive
tube
• Perimeter
weatherstripping with
intelligent clamping
system
• Also available without
weatherstripping
• Including external wind
protection
• Choice of manual or
electric drive

KEY DATA
• Wind protection meshes
with varying windshielding performance
• Made-to-measure
• Fixed with tensioning
ratchets.
• Diverse shapes, from
simple rectangles to
asymmetrical polygons,
purpose-manufactured to
customer’s specifications
• Size: max. 125 m²

Lubratec stretched systems are custom-fabricated to meet your specific
needs and requirements. The materials and colours can be freely selected
to match your existing facilities. The keder rails ensure reliable tensioning
of the wind protection meshes without folds or creases.

KEY DATA

The Lubratec lift window comprises vertically adjustable translucent
panels for insulated building areas. UV-stable twin-wall sheets enclosed
by a perimeter aluminium frame run along a frame assembly which is
fitted to the building. The system is translucent and provides for effective
insulation.
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Doors and fronts

Lubratec Doors and Fronts

Lighting systems

Lubratec Light Ridge
KEY DATA
• 4 – 7 m opening width
• Specially coated woven
sheet diffuses light and
keeps livestock buildings
cool
• Uniform light distribution
• Extra-high mechanical
robustness due to special
fabric
• Enhanced ventilation
performance due to
suction created by wind
deﬂectors

Though extremely light, fabric doors make no compromises in terms of
stability. Moreover, through the appropriate choice of fabric, these doors
can also take on a ventilating function. With optimum daylighting guaranteed even when the door is closed, the horses are able to enjoy fresh air
and views of the countryside.

The Lubratec light ridge maximises the daylighting of livestock houses
and indoor riding arenas, though without additional heat gains. Light on
the interior and dark on the exterior, the ridge blends harmoniously into
its setting. High wind deﬂectors and large openings ensure constant air
extraction. Moreover, the stable round-arch construction is capable of
withstanding extremely high structural loads.

Lubratec Strip Curtain

Lubratec LED Luminaires
KEY DATA

KEY DATA

• Preassembled curtains
• 20 cm wide, 2 cm thick
louvres with rounded
edges
• Fixing by means of
stitched-on keder
• Type KS2 aluminium keder
rail
• Customised length, width
adaptable through number
of louvres

The Lubratec strip curtain offers a suitable means of weather protection
in front of paddock pens, windows or resting areas in open-air stables. It
provides shelter from wind, driving rain, snow and flies. The round-edged
PVC strips eliminate any risk of injury during use.

• Maximum luminous
efficiency per watt (135
lumen)
• Long service life
• Optimum light spectrum
for horses
• Constant lighting, also in
winter or at dusk
• Water and moisture
resistant
• Up to 60 % energy savings

As stable and hall lighting is in operation year-round for many hours, only
highly energy-efficient LED luminaires are now specified for new projects.
The high-power ceramic LED chips produce light with 5,000 K colour
temperature. The suspension brackets are made of high-grade stainless
steel.
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Ventilation systems

Reference project

Lubratec Ventilation Tubes
KEY DATA
• Continuous fresh air
supply directly to livestock
• Active ventilation suitable
for any building
• Even old buildings can be
retroﬁtted to optimize use
• Project-specific
calculations based on 3D
simulations
• Tube, incl. fan with
weather cover and fixing
accessories

Lubratec ventilation tubes provide for an active, draught-free supply of
fresh air with lower micro-organism and pollutant concentrations in livestock housings. Optimum ventilation performance can only be guaranteed
through application of our globally unique computation method based on
3D barn environment simulations.
Bernadette Brune with her mare Feel Free OLD in the refitted lunging hall.

Lubratec NeoBooster for horse cubicles
KEY DATA
• Allowing customised
extension
• Heating/cooling battery
• Temperature-controlled
summer/winter mode
• Built-in lighting
• Integrated camera

The Lubratec NeoBooster is designed for the ventilation of barn areas of up
to 40 m². Based on physical flow simulations, the innovative system ensures
precisely targeted ventilation with high air change rates.

At the Gestüt Brune stud farm in Westerstede in the German Federal State
of Lower Saxony, three buildings were fitted with new wind protection
meshes between 2016 and 2018. Apart from protecting against the
elements, the coverings to the training ring, lunging hall and straw barn
were also required to preserve the good existing ventilation and daylighting
conditions. The straw barn, in particular, needed thorough airing, though
without the ingress of rain or snow. Lubratec stretched systems with
a variety of wind protection meshes were used to deliver the optimum
solution to the various demands. The translucent, air-permeable meshes
are visually appealing, the colour having been chosen to match the existing
structures. Not only do they offer the horses views of the countryside, they
also contribute to the excellent working conditions.

Gestüt Brune stud farm in Westerstede
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Protection outdoors

Separating layer for riding arenas

Lubratec Field Shelter
KEY DATA
• Galvanised roof
construction
• Woven polyester tarpaulin
in a variety of colours
• Stainless-steel ratchets,
25 mm, incl. polyester belt
strap for tensioning
• Incl. tensioning tubes

KEY DATA
• Products tailored to size of
riding arena
• HDPE mesh fabric
• High abrasion resistance
• UV-stabilised
• Weight approx. 270 g/m²
• 0.40 mm aperture size
• Static puncture strength
4,000 N

Lubratec field shelters are of simple, robust construction and offer high
flexibility in terms of use. The movable assembly, enclosed on three sides,
allows a flexible choice of location. The fence units and roof frame are
made of galvanised tube.

Lubratec Separating Layer

Lubratec Awning
KEY DATA
• Air- and water-permeable
material
• UV-stable
• Hardwearing and
dimensionally stable
• Strong edges with
hemmed PVC
• Max. size 10 m x 10 m

The lightweight Lubratec awning offers a relocatable means of protection
against direct sunshine. It is easy to fix to trees, poles etc. and is ideal for
meadows, grooming areas, tournament car parks and much more.

An intelligent, clearly thought-through design is the key to creating
optimum conditions for horses to move around riding arenas and
paddocks. Here, the Lubratec separating layer acts as an efficient barrier
between base and footing layers without compromising the drainage
function.
Footing layer
Base layer
Ground

Lubratec separating layer
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Development and Production
HUESKER Synthetic GmbH has developed, manufactured and marketed
customized textile system solutions for the agricultural sector for over
35 years. The focus is on our customers and their requirements, which
we endeavour to satisfy with ﬂ exibility and in-depth know-how. Our full
expertise is dedicated to the service of our customers. The enormous
diversity of customer demands is more than matched by the versatility of
the HUESKER product portfolio and its wide-ranging applications.
Since April 2015, in response to the rising production capacity
requirement, the HUESKER Group has directed its German business
operations from a second location at Duelmen, in addition to the Gescher
headquarters.
A 7,500 m² production hall and a 950 m² ofﬁce building form the
centrepiece of the new site, which will allow the Industrial and Agriculture
business units to meet the ever-growing market demands.

HUESKER Synthetic is certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 50001.

HUESKER Synthetic GmbH
Fabrikstrasse 13–15
48712 Gescher, Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 25 42 / 701 - 0
Fax:		
+ 49 (0) 25 42 / 701 - 499
E-mail: techtex@HUESKER.de
Internet: www.HUESKER.com

Location Duelmen
Im Broemken 5
48249 Duelmen, Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 25 94 / 89 27 -0
Fax:
+ 49 (0) 25 94 / 89 27 -890
E-mail: techtex@HUESKER.de
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